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Urban renewal projects create different responses to various catastrophes affecting the built environment. While the process of these renewal projects has been emerged by the politics of/after catastrophes, various agencies across the disciplines take inevitable responsibilities. Responsible agencies, including architects, landscape architects, urban planners and public policy makers try to meet the necessities of new practices in urban context within extreme environments. These agencies try to generate “alternative” procedures that can be affected in a time of a crisis.

One of the “alternative” ways for design has been developed and criticized after the 1999 Earthquake in Golcuk and Duzce in Turkey. The effort, called as “Duzce Umut Atolyesi (Duzce Hope Atelier)”, a recent 2017 finalist for World Habitat Awards in cooperation with United Nations programme, has raised questions in terms of a design process and law of implementations. The collective, including architects, urban planners,
civil engineers, sociologists, lawyers, academicians and students has asked the same main question: How can we, as professionals, support and produce an alternative design and implementation process for “the right of shelter” of “previous-landowners and newly homeless population in Duzce, Turkey”?

This multilayered question has been positioned within the boundaries of different disciplines with relation to the status quo in Turkey’s drastically changing political climate. For last 18 years, it has developed and supported a resistance of earthquake victims in Duzce while questioning the innocence of the practice. Within this climate, the paper will discuss the social responsibility and capacity of an architect-subject or a designer-subject after a catastrophe. Specifically, the design initiative for homeless earthquake victims in Duzce, Turkey after 1999 will be critically analyzed through the representation of it in two polar of discourse: the mainstream Turkish media as a reflection of status quo and the alternative resources of Duzce Hope Atelier as a search for an alternative of the profession.
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